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A global
economic
downturn

I

n July of 64 A.D., a great fire ravaged Rome for six days, destroying
70 per cent of the city and leaving
half its population homeless.
According to a well-known
expression, Rome’s Emperor at the
time, the decadent Nero, “fiddled
while Rome burned.”
In Shakespeare’s Henry VI, Henry
proclaims:
“Plataginet, I will; and like thee,
Nero, Play on the lute, beholding the
towns burn.”
The contemporary Indian writer
Jeet Thayil wrote in his buzzy Bombay based book Narcopolis:
“The world is on fire; time is a
bomb. Ten thousand years are not
enough when so much remains to
be done.”

A Polish chef called “Luckasz”
had the presence of mind to grab
a narwhal tusk and run after the
28-year-old British national Usman
Khan who had killed two people in a
terror attack in central London.
President Macron’s France experienced one of its worst losses of in
France’s military in more than three
decades -- 13 dead soldiers during
an anti-terrorism mission in Mali -Two Helicopters collided in the dead
of the Mali-an night.
Salif Keita, one of Mali’s best-loved musicians, released a video on
his Facebook page in which he tells
President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita
to stop “subjecting yourself to little
Emmanuel Macron– he’s just a kid.”
President Macron then holds
a press conference in which he
pronounces that he is not interested
in Trump or in Europe’s strategic
autonomy.
He just thinks that Nato has misidentified its enemy. He wants a Nato
that works with Russia and China
and fights against political, militant
Islam. President Erdogan says
“I am talking to France’s President
Emmanuel Macron, and I will also say
this at NATO. First of all, have your
own brain death checked. These statements are suitable only to people
like you who are in a state of brain
death.”
If President Macron is diagno-

sing Europe’s preeminent threat as
militant Islam then Fortress Europe
is already lost to the geopolitical
grandmaster Vladimir and his bestie
Xi Jinping the decimator of the
Uighurs.
The fact of the matter is militant
Islam has been a Western asset
and a spear for regime change. It
is a mind bending Macronian mis
diagnosis.
Furthermore, the global economy
is on its ‘’last leg’’ to borrow @Maryam_Rajavi’s words about Iran who
tweeted ‘’The whole issue is that
the Velayat-e Faqih regime is on its
last leg.’’
Emerging markets exports growth
is now falling almost as much as
they did in the great recession and
tech bust.
Currencies from Latin America
to Lebanon are crashing. India’s
Narendra Modi whose calling card
was economic growth in Gujarat
notwithstanding his fondness for a
good old fashioned pogrom is clearly
embarked on a ‘’West Bank’’’ level
settlement project of Kashmir.
At a private event on Saturday in
New York City, Sandeep Chakravorty, India’s consul-general to
the city, told Kashmiri Hindus and
Indian nationals that India will build
settlements modelled after Israel for
the return of the Hindu population to
Kashmir.

Three years ago, India was enjoying economic growth of about nine
per cent.
Now the rate of expansion has
slumped to just half that. The country’s gross domestic product grew
by just 4.5 per cent in the July to
September quarter, the lowest level
since early 2013.
GDP growth was at seven per
cent in the same period last year,
and five per cent in the previous
quarter.
Economic growth has now fallen
for six consecutive quarters, a slide
that can be partially attributed to the
recent weakness of India’s factories.
The manufacturing sector shrank
one per cent last quarter. The growth rate for agriculture was more than
cut in half.
The GDP figure is the weakest
recorded under Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, who first swept to
power five years ago promising to
take India’s economy to new heights
and create millions of jobs every
year.
The politics of ethnocratic Nationalism are a bust.
There is no ‘’abracadabra’’ and the
global economy feels like that moment when everyone was dancing in
the ballroom just before the iceberg
hit.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst

GUIDING TOOLS

State urged to
embrace research
CYNTHIA ILAKO / The Kenya Revenue
Authority has urged policymakers to embrace research and use
findings to forge decisions that will
enable the country realize its fiscal
targets.
KRA commissioner Fred Mugambi said research should be well done
adding that findings should not end
up in shelves but rather be used
as the baseline for making public
decisions.
“Researches are used to explain
situations like trends in economic
growth and G.D.P ratios, prove theories and find solutions to problems
like illicit financial flows,” he said.
Mugambi added that the major
roadblocks to research in Africa
are poor funding, alignment and
sequencing of research to Africa’s
problems and failure to utilize findings in public decision-making.
He spoke during the opening of
the 2nd Kenya School of Revenue
Administration Conference at the
Kenya School of Monetary Studies
that brought together revenue
administrators, policymakers,
researchers and scholars from
various African countries.
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Investors shun Treasury bills in
post interest rate cap regime
Banks still remain the highest government debt holders currently at 54.39 per cent

ELIZABETH KIVUVA
@elizabethkivuva

Uptake of Treasury bills by local investors slumped in the week ending
November 28 under the third week
of interest rate cap repeal.
Central Bank’s data showed the
paper bills were under-subscribed
as the 91-day, 182- and one-year bills
received bids totaling Sh8.4 billion
against an advertised amount of
Sh24.0 billion, representing a performance of 34.81 per cent.
The undersubscription by investors mostly banks follows the repeal
of the interest rate cap that became
effective on November 7, after President Uhuru Kenyatta assented into
law the Finance Bill 2019.
The President had failed to sign
the bill prior, with a directive to the
Parliament calling for the scrap.
The repealing is set to see increased credit to the private and
MSME sectors after three years of
commercial banks terming them as
risky borrowers. The three-year rate
cap regime led to high lending to the
government in regard to domestic
debt stock, especially by banks.
During the week ending Novem-

ber 7 and before kick-off of the cap
repeal, Treasury received bids totalling Sh31.8 billion against an
advertised amount of Sh24 billion,
representing a performance of 132.6
per cent.
This was followed by received
bids totaling Sh13.8 billion ( 57.7 per
cent) and 13.5 billion ( 56.2 per cent)
during the week ending November
14 and 21 respectively.
This may indicate banks are now
rallying on the repeal gearing to
lend more to customers, this also
pushed by the inconsistent yields
on the short-term securities.
“The Kenya Shilling weakened
marginally against major international and regional currencies
during the week ending November
28 following increased corporate
demand for foreign currency. It
exchanged at Sh102.54 per the US
dollar on November 28, compared
to Sh101.48 on November 21,” the
weekly bulleting stated.
Banks still remain the highest
government debt holders at 54.39
per cent, pension funds at 27.88 per
cent, ahead of insurance companies
and parastatals.
The CBK has also been upbeat on
its monetary policies having lowered the Central Bank Rate to 8.5
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per cent from nine per cent.
The lowering of the benchmark
rate to commercial banks is expected to induce them to also cut their
lending rates to increase credit to
the private sector and boost the
economy.
The tap sale of the 10-year Treasury bond of November 27 received
bids totalling Sh8.1 billion against

an advertised amount of Sh21.7
billion, recording a performance
of 37.5 per cent.
Global stocks have also slipped
amid increased concerns on prospects for an amicable interim trade
deal between US and China, following President Trump’s signing
of Hong Kong Human Rights and
Democracy bill.

WANT TO CREATE
AN EQUITABLE
WORKPLACE? IT’S
THE SMALL DECISIONS
THAT ADD UP
When it comes to eliminating
workplace discrimination, we often
focus on the big decisions — who
gets promoted or who gets the
biggest bonus — while overlooking
the smaller ones. To create an
equitable workplace, identify
moments that you might not have
thought of as decision points. Work
backwards from pay, promotion,
and performance criteria. What
skills, knowledge, and experience
do employees need? Then assess
whether all employees have equal
access. Pay attention to career
paths, especially those roles
where early judgments about
performance determine access
to future opportunities. Also, help
employees take charge of their
careers. Sometimes, disparities
arise — or are exacerbated —
because employees don’t know
which opportunities are important.
For example, a new investment
banker who is a first-generation
college graduate will need more
guidance than someone whose
parents were bankers. Don’t
expect employees to figure it
out on their own, advise them on
what specifically they’ll need to
accomplish in five or ten years.

